I. INTRODUCTION

1. Plaintiff Stephen Ide (“Mr. Ide” or “Plaintiff”) purchased a round-trip ticket on British Airways PLC, (“BA”). With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, BA cancelled Plaintiff’s flight. Under BA’s Conditions of Carriage, Mr. Ide had the contractual right to a refund. Instead of honoring this contractual right, BA issued Mr. Ide a voucher for future travel and refuses to refund Mr. Ide the amount he paid for his ticket. Mr. Ide sues for BA to honor their contract and provide a refund for himself and all others similarly situated.

2. BA is the flag carrier for the United Kingdom and is the largest international air carrier in the UK. BA holds itself out as “a full service global airline” with an “extensive global route network flying to and from centrally-located airports.” According to BA’s October 2019 fact sheet, a BA aircraft takes off every 90 seconds, and the airline carries up to 145,000 customers every day and 45 million customers per year.

3. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a sharp decline in demand for international air travel. Many airlines—including BA—have cancelled previously booked flights to reduce supply in conformity with the reduced demand.
4. BA’s self-imposed conditions of carriage unambiguously state that: “We will pay fare refunds as set out below if we . . . cancel a flight.”

5. BA’s conditions of carriage align with longstanding requirements under federal law. According to an enforcement notice issued by the United States Department of Transportation ("DOT") on April 3, 2020, carriers like BA have a “longstanding obligation . . . to provide a prompt refund to a ticketed passenger when the carrier cancels the passenger’s flight or makes a significant change in the flight schedule and the passenger chooses not to accept the alternative offered by the carrier.” This refund obligation, DOT clarified, applies regardless of whether the cancellation arises from circumstances beyond the carrier’s control: “[t]he focus is not on whether the flight disruptions are within or outside the carrier’s control, but rather on the fact that the cancellation is through no fault of the passenger.”

6. Despite DOT’s guidance and in breach of its Conditions of Carriage, BA has engaged in a pattern and practice of denying refunds to its passengers for flights that BA cancelled as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic.

7. BA’s scheme to breach its Conditions of Carriage and deny refunds to its customers relies on making its refund mechanisms difficult to access. Instead of providing the refunds required by its contract, BA directs individuals who seek to apply for a refund on its website to apply for future travel vouchers. As the Daily Mail reported, “The refund option has been removed from [BA’s] website but the option to claim a voucher remains.”¹ After coercing customers like Plaintiff to opt for a voucher, instead of the refund to which they are contractually entitled, BA

uses the coerced voucher selection as an excuse to deny the refund. BA thereby retains revenue through subterfuge and misdirection, in violation of its own contractual obligation.

8. BA’s conduct breached the terms of its Conditions of Carriage. Mr. Ide accordingly brings this action to obtain the refunds to which he and the other Class members (as defined below) are entitled. BA’s wrongful practice of denying refunds has deprived consumers like Mr. Ide of the money they paid for cancelled travel during a time of crisis when they need access to those funds.

II. PARTIES

A. Plaintiff

9. Plaintiff Stephen Ide is a Massachusetts citizen residing in Norton, Massachusetts.

10. On September 10, 2019, Mr. Ide purchased airline tickets from BA for $701.46. He purchased airfare for a round-trip flight from Boston to London departing March 25, 2020 and returning April 5, 2020. Mr. Ide purchased his tickets from BA online.

11. On March 18, 2020, Mr. Ide received an email from BA notifying him that his flight had been cancelled.

12. On March 20, 2020, Mr. Ide called BA on its customer service line to request a refund, but he was unable to connect with a customer service representative.

13. On March 22, 2020, Mr. Ide searched online to find the procedure for getting a refund for his airfare, but he could only find information about getting a travel voucher. Because the voucher was the only relief available, Mr. Ide applied and received an email confirmation that BA had received his request.

14. On March 24 and 25, 2020, Mr. Ide called BA four times to request that his voucher request be converted to a refund. Each time he was disconnected.
15. On March 26, 2020, Mr. Ide received an email from BA with a voucher number. The email stated “This voucher can be used as part payment towards a future booking. It must be redeemed for travel on flights taken within 12 months from the date of the first flight in your original booking.”

16. Mr. Ide seeks the refund he is contractually entitled to and does not want a travel voucher because he does not know when or if he will be able to use the voucher.

17. On April 21, 2020, Mr. Ide again called BA and finally reached a customer service agent. The agent denied his request for a refund because BA had already issued a voucher. The agent told Mr. Ide that he could escalate his complaint by contacting Customer Relations and filing a complaint. Mr. Ide attempted to do so, but the BA website would not permit him to file his complaint.

B. Defendant

18. BA’s North American headquarters is in New York, New York.

19. BA is a subsidiary of the International Consolidated Airlines Group S.A. (“IAG”). BA is incorporated under the laws of England and Wales. Its corporate headquarters is in Harmondsworth, United Kingdom.

III. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

20. This Court has jurisdiction over the lawsuit under the Class Action Fairness Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1332, because this is a proposed class action in which: (1) there are at least 100 class members; (2) the combined claims of class members exceed $5,000,000, exclusive of interest, attorneys’ fees, and costs; and (3) Plaintiff and Defendant are domiciled in different states.

21. The Court has personal jurisdiction over BA because it has sufficient minimum contacts in New York to render the exercise of jurisdiction by this Court fair and proper. BA
intentionally avails itself of markets within New York through its promotion, distribution, and sale of transportation services in this State.

22. Venue is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(1) because BA’s North American headquarters is located within the Southern District of New York and because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims occurred in this District.

IV. SUBSTANTIVE FACTS

A. British Airways’s Conditions of Carriage

23. According to BA, when a customer “buy[s] a ticket to travel on a flight we operate, [the customer] enter[s] into a contract of carriage with us.” The contract is governed by, among other things, BA’s General Conditions of Carriage.

24. BA’s General Conditions of Carriage “apply to all flights we operate under the BA airline designator code and to any case where we have a legal liability to you in relation to your flight.” These General Conditions of Carriage supersede any inconsistent BA regulations.

25. Clause 9b3 of BA’s General Conditions of Carriage concerns specific remedies for flight cancellation, providing:

If we:

- cancel a flight;
- delay a flight by five hours or more;
- fail to stop at your place of stopover or destination; or
- cause you to miss a connecting flight on which you hold a confirmed reservation;

you can choose one of the three remedies set out immediately below.

---

Remedy 1

We will carry you as soon as we can to the destination shown on your ticket on another of our scheduled services on which a seat is available in the class of service for which you have paid the fare. If we do this, we will not charge you extra and where necessary, will extend the validity period of your ticket.

Remedy 2

We will carry you to the destination shown on your ticket in the class of service for which you have paid the fare at a later date at your convenience and within the validity period of your ticket on another of our scheduled services on which a seat is available. If we do this, we will not charge you extra.

Remedy 3

We will give or obtain for you an involuntary fare refund.

We will give you additional assistance, such as compensation, refreshments and other care and reimbursement, if required to do so by any law which may apply. We will have no further liability to you.

(Emphasis omitted).

26. An “involuntary fare refund” is defined as “a refund, under clause 10b, of the fare for your ticket.” (Emphasis omitted).

27. Clause 10b, in turn, provides:

10b1) We will pay fare refunds as set out below if we:

• cancel a flight
• make a significant change to a flight time which is not acceptable to you
• delay a flight by five hours or more
• fail to stop at your place of destination or stopover
• cause you to miss a connecting flight on which you held a confirmed reservation or
• refuse to carry you because a banning notice is in force against you or for some other reason pursuant to these conditions where reference is made to this clause.
10b2) If you have not used any part of the ticket, the refund will be equal to the fare and any carrier imposed charges and surcharges, and taxes, fees and charges you have paid.

10b3) If you have used part of the ticket, the refund will be equal to at least the difference between the fare and any carrier imposed charges and surcharge and taxes, fees and charges you have paid and the correct fare and carrier imposed charges and surcharges, and taxes, fees and charges for travel between the points for which you have used your ticket.

(Emphasis omitted).

28. Under these terms, if BA cancels a flight, it is contractually obligated to provide to each affected passenger the option to receive a full refund of the fare for his or her ticket.

B. The COVID-19 Pandemic

29. In late 2019, the Chinese government confirmed several cases of a novel illness causing pneumonia-like symptoms. The illness was subsequently identified as COVID-19 (also known as the “Coronavirus” or “SARS-CoV-2”). By January 2020, the U.S. government confirmed several domestic cases.

30. COVID-19 spread rapidly through the world in the first quarter of 2020. Millions have now been infected. The World Health Organization characterized COVID-19 as a “public health emergency of international concern” in late January and as a pandemic on March 11, 2020.3

31. Because the virus that causes COVID-19 is highly infectious, and because the illness can be severe or fatal, federal, state, and local governments in the United States have implemented travel restrictions and shelter-in-place or stay-at-home orders. New York issued its stay-at-home order on March 20, 2020.4 And as of the filing of this Complaint, the vast majority

of states have ordered their citizens to shelter in place for protection of their personal health and safety and that of the broader public.

32. The crisis, travel restrictions, and fear of contracting or spreading the disease have caused a sharp drop in demand for air travel. IAG stated that, in response to the declining demand, it was “making significant reduction to its flying schedules.” BA has acknowledged that it may take “years” for demand to return to 2019 levels.

C. The DOT Notice

33. As airlines like BA began to cancel flights en masse, DOT on April 3, 2020 issued an “Enforcement Notice Regarding Refunds by Carriers Given the Unprecedented Impact of the COVID-19 Public Health Emergency on Air Travel.”\(^5\) This DOT notice advises, in relevant part, “U.S. and foreign carriers, operating at least one aircraft having a seating capacity of 30 or more seats, that passengers should be refunded promptly when their scheduled flights are cancelled or significantly delayed.” The DOT notice further states: “Airlines have long provided such refunds, including during periods when air travel has been disrupted on a large scale, such as the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks, Hurricane Katrina, and presidentially declared natural disasters. Although the COVID-19 public health emergency has had an unprecedented impact on air travel, the airlines’ obligation to refund passengers for cancelled or significantly delayed flights remains unchanged.”

34. The DOT issued its notice due to its receipt of an increasing number of customer complaints from passengers like Mr. Ide who reported being denied refunds. The notice thus makes clear that:

Carriers have a longstanding obligation to provide a prompt refund to a ticketed passenger when the carrier cancels the passenger’s flight

or makes a significant change in the flight schedule and the passenger chooses not to accept the alternative offered by the carrier. The longstanding obligation of carriers to provide refunds for flights that carriers cancel or significantly delay does not cease when the flight disruptions are outside of the carrier’s control (e.g., a result of government restrictions). The focus is not on whether the flight disruptions are within or outside the carrier’s control, but rather on the fact that the cancellation is through no fault of the passenger.

D. Despite Its Contractual Obligations British Airways Is Acting to Deprive Consumers of Refunds During the Pandemic

35. During the COVID-19 crisis, BA has canceled a high volume of flights. While exact numbers are in the exclusive possession of BA, in late March, airlines were canceling over one-third of all scheduled flights each day in the United States.

36. Because of the number of flights cancelled, BA had substantial financial incentives to impede passengers’ ability to obtain the refunds to which they were contractually entitled.

37. To limit the number of refunds BA would be required to issue, no later than mid-March 2020, BA modified its website to mislead its customers into accepting vouchers instead of the refunds it was contractually required to make available.

38. Customers with canceled flights are presented with a page similar to the page reproduced below.
39. The page shown above has a button in the lower right that purports to provide the option to “[c]ancel and refund flight(s)[.]” But clicking on the button leads to the following screen:

![Future Travel Voucher Application](image)

40. The screen above does not provide the option to cancel and receive a refund. It provides only the option to apply to receive a voucher for future travel.

41. The screen shown above is confusing and misleading to an ordinary customer. Further, a customer who trusted the text in the button on the previous screen—“Cancel and refund flight(s)”—could believe that filling out this application was connected with receiving a refund.
But, in fact, filling out this application prevents a customer from receiving a refund from BA. As Mr. Ide discovered, if a customer fills out this application, BA will refuse to provide a refund.

There is no consistently usable way to request a refund on the BA website despite BA’s contractual obligation to make available a refund option.

The only way to receive a refund is to call BA. But this option is also unavailable for many customers. BA disconnects a large percentage of calls due to heavy call volume or other reasons. Even if the call connects, customers often must wait for hours on hold before speaking to a live customer service representative, which is the only way to receive a refund. There is no automated way to receive a refund over the phone.

As a result, customers are frequently unable to reach a customer service representative and consequently cannot obtain the refunds to which they are contractually entitled. Very few BA customers succeed in obtaining the refunds for cancelled flights to which they have a contractual right.

BA’s conduct is ongoing. The Independent reported on April 21, 2020, that “BA has removed the option of being able to submit a simple refund claim form on its website.”

Similarly, an April 28 article on the British financial website This Is Money reported, in regard to BA, that “[t]he refund option has been removed from its website” and “[w]hen we called this week, it played an automated message, then cut out.”

As the travel website Traveling for Miles noted:

Most BA customers are (a) not going to want to spend hours on hold and (b) are probably not going to realize that they don’t have to

---

accept a voucher in place of a full cash refund. After all, the button they clicked on promised them an option for a refund but the page it led to just offered a voucher – a lot of people are going to think that the voucher *is* the refund.

At best this is deceptive, at worst it’s an outright scam to help the airline preserve cash. ⁸

(Emphasis in original).

49. The travel website God Save the Points stated:

British Airways chose . . . to trick people into accepting vouchers with the airline for future travel, instead of handing back the cash legally owed, if wished. That’s duplicitous, and as people in all industries lose their jobs en masse, it’s wrong to deceive customers . . .

Worse, it’s been proven that this was intentional on the part of British [A]irways. The airline modified the refund and cancellation page to hide the refund option entirely.

The airline intentionally redirected customers who were due a full refund to their original form of payment, to a form which gave them only an option for a voucher to use toward a future flight. And of course, they understaffed the phones, so anyone who knew better couldn’t get through.

A refund button was nowhere to be found. Again, it was intentionally hidden. Only after more than a day of trial and error, Head For Points was able to find a workaround using a particular browser.

Don’t picture the 1% of tech savvy enthusiasts who played around with the website all day, picture the 99% of travelers here, almost all of which assumed they were presented their full legal options, who absolutely were not. That’s a lot of money. ⁹

V. CLASS ALLEGATIONS

50. Plaintiff brings this action under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 23(a), (b)(2), and (b)(3) as a representative of a class seeking damages and injunctive relief defined as follows:

All persons or entities in the United States who purchased at least one ticket for a British Airways flight that was canceled between January 1, 2020, and the present and who did not receive a refund (the “Class”).

51. The following persons and entities are excluded from the Class: Defendant, its employees, officers, directors, legal representatives, heirs, successors, and wholly or partly owned subsidiaries or affiliated companies; and the judicial officers and their immediate family members and associated court staff assigned to this case. Plaintiff reserves the right to modify the class definition based upon discovery and further investigation and/or to add appropriate subclasses.

52. The members of the Class are so numerous that joinder is impracticable. The Class includes at least thousands of members. BA sells millions of tickets every year, and the recent cancellation of BA flights affected thousands of U.S. travelers. These individuals are widely dispersed throughout the country.

53. Plaintiff’s claims are typical of the claims of all Class members. Plaintiff’s claims arise out of a common course of conduct that gives rise to the claims of all other Class members. Plaintiff and all Class members were and will continue to be damaged by the same wrongful conduct, i.e., they were not able to obtain refunds from BA to which they are contractually entitled for cancelled flights.

54. Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect and represent the interests of the Class. Plaintiff’s interests are coincident with, and not antagonistic to, those of the Class.
55. Plaintiff is represented by counsel who are experienced and competent in the prosecution of class action litigation and have particular expertise with consumer class action litigation.

56. Questions of law and fact common to the Class include:
   a. Whether BA’s customers had a contractual right to refunds for flights canceled by BA;
   b. Whether BA breached its contract with customers when it did not provide refunds for flights that BA canceled;
   c. Whether BA breached its contract with customers when it failed to provide an adequate mechanism for customers entitled to receive refunds for flights that BA canceled, to request or otherwise obtain such refunds;
   d. Whether BA breached its contract by providing Class members with vouchers instead of refunds;
   e. Whether BA’s conduct breaches its contracts with Class members;
   f. The appropriate injunctive relief; and
   g. The quantum of damages to which the Class is entitled.

57. Questions of law and fact common to the Class members predominate over any questions that may affect only individual Class members, because BA has acted on grounds generally applicable to the entire Class.

58. Class treatment is a superior method for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy because, among other things, class treatment will permit a large number of similarly situated persons to prosecute their common claims in a similar forum simultaneously, efficiently, and without the unnecessary duplication of evidence, effort, and expense that numerous individual actions would engender. The benefits of proceeding through the class mechanism, including providing injured persons and entities with a means of obtaining redress on claims that likely
would be impracticable to pursue individually, substantially outweigh any difficulties that may arise in the management of this class action.

59. Class treatment also is appropriate under Rule 23(b)(2) because BA has acted and refused to act on grounds that apply generally to the Class such that final injunctive relief and/or declaratory relief is warranted with respect to the Class as a whole.

VI. CLAIM FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT

60. Plaintiff restates and re-alleges, and incorporates herein by reference, the preceding paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.

61. Defendant made an offer to Plaintiff and members of the Class to enter into a contract for one or more airplane flights through passenger tickets for air travel between specific locations, on specific flight numbers, on specific dates and times, at specific prices.

62. Defendant’s offer included a promise that Defendant, at Plaintiff and Class members’ election, would refund fares and any carrier-imposed charges and surcharges, and taxes, fees and charges that Plaintiff and Class members have paid if Defendant canceled the flights purchased. This promise was specifically identified in Defendant’s materially uniform General Conditions of Carriage.

63. Defendant made such offers in writing through its direct channels (such as its website) and through traditional travel agencies and online travel agencies.

64. The terms of Defendant’s offer contained an express, definite promise by Defendant and gave Plaintiff and members of the Class the power to agree to the terms of Defendant’s offer through the act of purchasing a ticket or accepting transportation on Defendant’s aircraft.
65. Plaintiff and members of the Class accepted Defendant’s offer, agreeing to the terms contained in Defendant’s offer, including the General Conditions of Carriage. Plaintiff and members of the Class communicated their acceptance of Defendant’s offer by purchasing one or more plane tickets.

66. Plaintiff and members of the Class provided valuable consideration, namely the monetary value of the fare and all charges and taxes paid.

67. Plaintiff and members of the Class performed all obligations and conditions required and expected of them under their contract with Defendant.

68. Defendant canceled flights for which Plaintiff and members of the Class had tickets.

69. Defendant failed to provide refunds to Plaintiff and members of the Class, as it was contractually obligated to do. Instead of offering refunds, Defendant acted to prevent Plaintiff and members of the Class from requesting refunds, and in lieu of offering refunds, gave vouchers for future travel.

70. As a result, Defendant failed to perform and/or has materially breached the express terms of its contracts (self-imposed obligations) with Plaintiff and members of the Class.

71. Because of Defendant’s failure to perform the contract, Plaintiff and members of the Class have been damaged and/or did not receive the benefits, payment, and/or performance to which they were entitled.

72. As a result, Plaintiff and members of the Class are entitled to complete refunds for all fares, charges, and taxes paid, in an amount to be proven at trial.

VII. RELIEF REQUESTED

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of himself and the Class, respectfully demands that the Court:
A. Determine that this action may be maintained as a class action pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 23(a), (b)(2), and (b)(3), direct that notice of this action be given to the Class pursuant to Rule 23(c)(2), and appoint Plaintiff as a named representative of the Class;

B. Permit expedited discovery proceedings leading to a prompt trial on the merits before a jury;

C. Enter judgment against Defendant and in favor of Plaintiff and the Class;

D. Award damages and refunds in the amount of unrefunded monies paid for BA airline tickets, in addition to statutory damages, punitive or exemplary damages, and pre-judgment and post-judgment interest, and such other relief as permitted by law;

E. Award Plaintiff and the Class their costs of suit, including reasonable attorneys’ fees as provided by law;

F. Enter injunctive relief to stop Defendants’ unlawful conduct; and

G. Award such further and additional relief as is necessary to correct for harms Defendants’ unlawful conduct caused and as the Court may deem just and proper under the circumstances.

VIII. DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury.

BERGER MONTAGUE PC

Dated: May 6, 2020

/s/E. Michelle Drake
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John G. Albanese (pro hac forthcoming)
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